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Resizable Design Templates

- Several new ECMA folding carton designs added to the Style Catalog

- Several new FEFCO corrugated designs added to the Style Catalog
Artwork Panels for Resizable Design Templates

- Include artwork panel definitions in resizable design templates
- Insure that all designs have proper artwork panels define
- Eliminate touch-points and risk of human error
Layout Tool Enhancements

new nesting patterns
Honeycomb row
Honeycomb column
Canvas Parametric Part Count

- Automatic designing
- Use variables or expressions to calculate part count
Canvas Layout Enhancements

Select which parts to include in a layout
Canvas Layout Enhancements

database information for Canvas layouts
Canvas Layout Enhancements

- Self-contained Canvas document with one-up designs, layout and report
- Simplify communication and collaboration

add report templates to Canvas layouts